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Barnes-Board Talk
On BSU Progress
cations programs.

By Bob C. Hall
Boise

State

University,

present

Board members then whipped through

and

the regular business agendas for each

future, was the subject of what President

John Barnes called "a full and frank"

state university and college, broke for a

of

afternoon behind closed doors with their

brief lunch and returned to spend the

analysis by members of the State Board
Education

during

an

hour-long

executive session on that subject at the

institutional presidents.

week.

his lengthy tum, he seemed thoughtful

When President Barnes emerged from

April board meeting held in Pocatello last

·but gratified about ''the deep interest the

At the conclusion of the session, the full

board approved Dr. Barnes' contract as

board showed in spending much time on

1977-78.

University.''

day that saw the board handle a packed

his own opening remarks, made from a

the

President of the university for the year

future

course

of

Boise

State

He said the board listened carefully to

It was the most newsworthy action of a

six-page "report on the year 1976-77" he

schedule opening at 8:30 a.m. and run
through an almost continuous session

had written in advance of the session.

New Board Chairman A. L. "Butch"

through 5 p.m.

Alford,

With hardly a break in the day, the

Lewiston,

confirmed

Barnes'

board heard two major curriculum review

estimate of the session as one "without

on nursing programs in Idaho and the

that the session was "routine" and "not

other on journalism and mass communi-

out of the ordinary".

BSU Split
$14+ Million

Barnes used the theme phrase ''most

negative discussion" by his statement

recommendations from its office staff-one

In his board presentation, President

successful
reference

operating

budget

of

He

pointed

$15.8

general

fund,

in

Tickets

the

during the current fiscal year.
To that, the board allowed the university

system

will

cost

$266-thousand, of the $1.3 "maintenance

of current operations" allowance.

To make up the $15.8 million budget

total, BSU will also add costs for some
new 1977-78 projects.

Included are costs for the occupancy of

new buildings ($85-thousand); upgrading

of women's intercollegiate athletics
($50-thousand); extension of the radio

logic technology program to a third year

of study ($45-thousand); final develop

ment of the Masters Degree, Secondary

Education ($103-thousand) and funds to
pay for the Department of Nursing faculty

salaries

needed

to

fully

phase

in

a

four-year baccalaureate degree nursing
program ($64,900).

The BSU total budget of $15.8 million

compares to Idaho State University's total
Fiscal Year 1978 budget of $17 million;

($15.4 of that from the state general
fund); with the University of Idaho's total

of $25.2 million ($21.5 from the general

fund); and Lewis & Clark State College's

$2.8 million ($2.3 from the general fund).

Sl

Merit Percen�age
Spurs Campus Debate

Orville Jackson's In Eagle and the
Interlude Lounge In Boise.

next year.

plan

adult,

Center ticket office, McU's Sports,

estimated to keep those operations going

Hay

PRETTIEST THING about the annual Buster Bronco Rodeo, set to show off riding
and bucking talents of twelve Rocky Mountain colleges and universities here this
weekend April 22 and 23 is the trim good looks of BSU's Rodeo Queen, past and
present. At left, 1977 Buster Bronco Rodeo Queen Cherie Cutbirth holds cozy pre
rodeo meeting with Buster and last year's queen 'TonyaHalbert [right]. Show details
and ticket info on sports page, this issue. Rodeo is at Fairgrounds arena.

information booth, the BSU Varsity

to add S1.3 million for the increased costs

Switchover of classified employees to

at several

Advance ticket sales are available
a t the BSU Student Union

of costs recorded to run the university

the

Buster

ticket available to adults for $5.

year, will allow $14 million as the "base"

make annual merit pay awards.

annual

show, there Is a bargain three-show

fiscal

and a $214-thousand cost increase to

arts

students and $7 any family, per

BSU's budget outline, as approved for

pay raise of five per cent to employees;

the

Scaled at $2.50 per

April 14.

come from an across-the-board living cost

fine

locations In Treasure Valley.

on the Idaho State University campus

Major factors in those cost hikes will

for

show, or in advance

appearance before the board of education

coming

BSU

rodeo arena entrance before each

Action came as a highlight of BSU's

the

the

Fairgrounds are available at the

budget-setting process, last week.

during

key

Bronco Rodeo at the Western Idaho

concluding key fiscal step of the annual

expenditure

to

in

in

Rodeo Tickets

of which $14.8 was appropriated from the
Idaho

times

continued on page 2

million from the State Board of Education
staTe of

several

developments

university activities.

Boise State University officially received

a 1977-78

year"

to

Rodeo times are 3 P:m. Friday, 10
·

a.m.
Saturday
Saturday.

and

3

p.m.

After enough meetings, forums

and

committee debates to guarantee practi

Classes Ready
For Summer
BSU Deans'

State

University

will

schedule

one

eight-week session and two five-week
sessions, with a separate period for all

teacher education and graduate students.

First eight week session registers June

4, starts classes June 6.

First five-week

session registers students also on June 4
and also starts June 6.

July 9 is registration day for students

in

the second five-week session that opens
classes on July 11.

Final start date is June 13 for teacher

the faculty senate and the

faculty

community that is Boise State University

distribution formula indicated distrust of

pay decisions up to individual department

tough merit decisions.

deans, this month.

inflexible, forcing schools who did not

agreed to leave the judgement of merit

Council announced this

Through

cally every faction with a spokesman to

have his or her say on the subject, the

month that Summer Session at Boise

history, by the 1977 legislature.

chairmen with final review by BSU's
In

a

two-week

debate

process

that

President John Barnes called "a healthy
sign that BSU is unafraid to debate its

major issues openly and frankly," not all
parties came out satisfied.
Still

wary

of

how

the

returned

salary
to

committee,

the

deans

word

that

a

was

fixed

department chairmen's ability to make
Further,

they

argued,

it

was

too

have a thirty-per cent meritorious list to

create one, while a school with more than

thirty-per cent considered worthy were
denied appropriate funding.
At

a

final

university-wide

meeting,

student representatives and most faculty
merit

pay

speakers argued for elimination of the

judgements will emerge from depart

thirty-per cent fixed formula.

Academic Vice-President Dick Bulling

"that guideline" in their minds when the

ments are the university's deans and
ton.

.

0Jt a claim that the state board of

Though deans said they would reserve

recommendations come in, they did agree

to remove the percentage mandate from

education would not accept a policy of

the procedure policy.

distribution among faculty, they set a

reward for next year's pay will depend on

vo-tech division select no more than thirty

all department chairmen.

afternoon will allow them to pre-register

merit pie.

many staffers, the deans are expected to

Director of Continuing Education

sand, was appropriated to BSU for that

education and graduate courses. The late
start

is

to

accommodate

teachers

employed & unable to reach the campus
for the June 6 starting date sessions.

A special registration for teachers and

grad students Thursday night and Friday

a week ahead of their start date, says
Summer Sessions Bill Jensen.

and

"paving the campus" with liberal merit

policy that would let each school and the
per cent of their faculty for a piece of the

That pie, estimated at about $145-thou

special use for the first time in BSU's

The eventual size of individual merit

how many ways the pie has been sliced by
If it comes out only a crumb, for too

tell their chairmen to trim their lists until
a

pattern

they

think

intended comes out.

the

legislature

tmrocus 2

Pavilion Plans Put
On 'Back Burner'

--

the

on

silence

month-long

a

After

ties" for submission to the board.

subject, Boise State University President

When the BSU lay committee presented

John Barnes said his administration has

its report on the Pavilion to the state

studied the report on a Multi-Purpose

(

Pavilion

Activities

student-faculty-alumni

prepared

committee

board during March, neither the board

a

by

nor

and

decided to put the project "on a back

poll s.howed strong "need" sentiment,

prepared remarks about BSU's 1976-77

but mixed reaction to using fees as the

issues and achievements at the state

major funding base.

board of education meeting in Pocatello.

In his remarks to the board last week,

conflicting

rather

the

Dr. Barnes repeated his belief that the

opinions of students with regard to a
for

fee

student

report demonstrated the "clear need" for

the

facility,

this

the structure.

administration has placed this project on

But

a back burner until such time as the

students feel more deeply the need for

Arts

logic" in pursuing either private gifts or

he

reported.
Underlining "a way to find funding" as

the critical dilemma through which his

staff could see no immediate solution,
request

future

Idaho had "sold credits" in academic
programs

But, he promised, that project would be

-

an investigator

told

chairmen

they

Education
ments"

with

the

had

Board

State

recent

solicited

on

made

of

that

programs

received

National

a

Endowment For The Humanities grant to

series

install a million-dollar program

titled "Humanities: A View of the Nature
of Man'' that will enrich and occupy the

university for years to come.

He cited the maturing effect of the new

Masters In PabUc Administration pro

gram on postgraduate needs in the area,

but cautioned against expanding BSU's
graduate offerings ahead of "quality"

standards,
He

said

university

he

had

deans

worked

to

hard

"comb

with

course

offerings" for further "articulation" of
quality and efficiency, and promised that

this would be a hard look at recent growth

areas

in

course

offerings

to

see

if

effective mergers and course reductions
are possible;

He acknowledged some old problems in

not reached final resolution.

But Dr. Barnes pointed with pride to

new strides in Inter-campus harmony

through renewed interest in

a Greek

both

educational

He singled out the School of Health
for

Sciences

both

the

in

gains

new

program quality (radiologic technology,

nursing and pre-med) and evidence of

student
records

achievement

as

successful

from

medical

entrants after BSU studies.
Finally,

graduate
school

Barnes acknowledged the

growing habit of cooperative educational

high

teacher

charged,

another

hearsay evidence impossible to investi
gate by the complainants refusal to name
his sources of information.

field, showing records to prove a "very

strong record of job placement in our

Dean Search

area".

Dr. Vahey thought her reviewer's had

overstated concern about BSU nursing

The search for a new business school
dean to replace Dr. Charles Lein who
will leave BSU to assume the presidency
of the University of South Dakota this
summer is about to enter the finalist
stages, according to search committee
chairman Roger Roderick.
Roderick says applications will close
April 22 and shortly after that his 13
person committee will narrow the final
ists down to eventually the top three or
four. Those will be interviewed on cam
pus May 9-12 with a decision on the new
dean expected a week later.

education facilities in view of the new

Science-Education Complex impact and
strongly disagreed with a finding that

relations between her department and
the

School

of

"ambiguous".

Health

Sciences

were

He

heard his program rated well, compared
to any of the others, and heard assurance

that BSU's program was a necessary
duplication of ones from other sections of
the state.
Chairman

the

thought

Vahey

state

and "objective", but was critical of the

its conclusions and low "familiarity with
inherent problems in the state".

Her operation was praised for the value

of clinical experience available in the

community to ADN and BSN students.
Another

strength

cited

the

is

high

percentage (93) ofBSU nursing students
who pass state board exams.
:>he

told

the

board,

in

a

personal

appearance about the report in Pocatello,

work between Idaho State University,

that institutional support for the nursing

College and Boise State

the report indicates.

College of Southern Idaho, North Idaho

no

All allegations made, he said, were

review suggestions that BStJ graduates
might have trouble finding jobs in that

and

for

gave

either greatly exaggerated or based on

Dr. Boren disagreed with curriculum

review's evidence of limited data to back

KAID-TV

and

charge.

Department of Nursing Chairman JoAnn
T. Vahey.

review of her program ''very descriptive''

campus information broadcast materials.

promises

no evidence found would support the

tion Chairman Dr. Robert Boren and

living quarters area, establishment of

campus radio station KBSU and use of

such

grades regardless of attendance at class,

the

from similar programs .at University of

faculty "comparable pay" discrimination

continuing

continuing ed teacher offered blanket B

state-ordered reviews were Communica

Idaho and Idaho State University.

still remain in legal processes and have

a

At Idaho where, the same Meridian

junior

Dr. Boren appeared at the board table

[continued from page 1]

for

"automatic" A grades.

first, along with department chairmen

Barnes-Board

students

return for the $40 fee never appeared at

state-conducted

comment

to

assigned by the State

the location stated in the charges, never

but both had rebuttal remarks, as well.
Pocatello

be

education course by promising an "A" in

curriculum reviews of their operations,
In

to

Investigator Dr. Clifford Trump said last

agree

'.-general

proven

week a BSU instructor who allegedly

Two Boise State University department

Tall and bronzed in Malibu fashion, new Miss BSU Lori Jukich easily
carries her willowy frame as one well-trained in body movements. And
in truth, Lori is a gymnast and dancer with Dorothy Hamill-like tech
nique and fashion right down to the famed "short and sassy" hairdo.
Lori swayed, swiveled and bounded her way right off the Speccenter
stage and into pageant viewer's hearts last month when she won the
Miss BSU contest. She is a busy girl and winning the university crown won't slow her
down a bit. When Lori isn't studying to be a coach, practicing her ice
skatinl!" as a T.V. Ice Skating Club member, participating in BSU's
Orchestra or practicing her gymnastics, she can be found working out
with the Barefoot Dance Company, a performance dance class at BSU.
A Challis High School graduate and senior physical education major at
BSU, Lori plans to travel down Arizona way when she graduates to
work toward a Master's degree. In addition to all her current activities,
Lori spent two years on the BSU gymnastics team and has put in quite a
number of hours readying herself for other beauty pageants.
She was named Miss Elko County a couple of years ago and went on to
become first runner-up in the Miss Nevada contest. She also was first
runner-up in the Miss Idaho U.S.A. pageant. Lori will compete for the
Miss Idaho crown on June 18 in Boise at Capital High School.
As Miss BSU, Lori will serve as official hostess of the university for
one full year, offering her assistance at various university functions.

been

Board of Education.

Reviews
Discussed

NewMissBSU

have

unfounded, with "no validity in Fact" by

''worked into university building priori-

Lori Jukich

building as the highest priority

State University and the University of

physical

new

a

for

his

Charges made last month that Boise

Barnes did foresee a possible alternate
education building.

asserted

Cleared
On Credits

seeking state funding for the physical

education aspect of the structure, in the
mood,

steadily

building funds available in the future.

BSU administrators think there is "little

support

has

project for use of any state permanent

during executive session.

student

he

administration's desire to see a new Fine

the facility," he told board members

present

offered

In the month since, a student opinion

staff's view on the subject during his

of

administration

project on this campus.

Barnes made the report of his executive

view

CSU

a building should be a high priority

burner" in administration priorities lists.

"In

the

official reaction to its conclusion that such

department has been much stronger than

.

So far the committee hasn't been
flooded with applications, despite nation
wide publication in professional and edu
cational journals.
Roderick, who has looked for dean
candidates at recent professional meet
ings, says the market for business deans
is tight. This year the turn-over nation
ally has been large and several schools
are looking for qualified deans. Deans
are also Jured by private industry, which
offers larger salaries than education.
The search committee is made up of
representatives from each department
in the business school and students.
They include professors Laddie Sula,
Donald Billings, Harold Nix, Jerold
Millier, Marvin Clark, Helen Johnson,
Duston Scudder, Leo Knowlton, Roder
ick, David Nix and students John Dryer,
Virginia Jones and Ann Johnson.
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Fry to Study
In Canada
This S ummer
Boise State political science professor
Dr. Earl Fry has been awarded a grant
to study the Canadian political system
this summer.
Fry, who teaches comparative govern
ment and international relations at BSU,
was selected for the $4,000 grant after
national competition held by the Cana
dian government.

Boise State University student Lowell Lynn
Gardner of Mt. Home has been accepted by the
University of Washington medical school for
study starting next fall.
He will be entered in the Washington-Alaska
Montana-Idaho (WAMI) program.
The son of a career Air Force Qfficer, Gardner
came to Boise State in 1969. During his student
career here he has been involved in medicine as
an orderly in Mt. Home and a student intern
with Dr. Norvell Wells of Mt. Home.
Currently he is an orderly in the emergency
room at St. Alphonsus Hospital and a pre-med
major in the School of Health Sciences at BSU.
Once finished at the University of Washing
ton, he hopes to practice family medicine in a
rural setting somewhere in the West.

Gardner
Tapped
For
MedSchool

He says that country started the
Canadian Faculty Enrichment program
to interest more U.S. professors in
Canadian political institutions.
Fry will spend most of his time doing
research at the University of British
Columbia in Vancouver. He may also
travel east for study at the Universite
Laval in Montreal.
His primary mission is to gather infor
mation to put together a new BSU
course on Canadian government which
will be offered for the first time next
year. He says a course on Idaho's north
ern neighbor has long been needed at
BSU.
In another part of his project, he will
study the relations between French and
English speaking people in Canada. He
also hopes to write some journal articles
on his studies.
An added spin-off from Fry's grant
has been a donation of $2,000 in books
from the Canadian government to the
BSU Library.

Job Open
The Office of Student Residential Life
is taking applications for the position of
Resident Director for 1977-78.
Applicants should have experience
with residence halls and be able to
advise and counsel students.
The new Resident Director will
receive room and board plus about
$5,000 for the academic year.
Applications for the position are avail
able at the Office of Student Residential
Life, room 110 in the Ad Building. Mail
applications can be sent to that office,
1910 University Drive, Boise, ID 83725.
Applications must be in by May 1.

Math Profs Put In Busy Spring
Math department members have
spent a busy winter and early spring
with several off-campus projects and
recently two faculty members were
chosen for internship positions through a
regional organization.
Dr. Masao Sugiyama and Dr. Charles
Kerr have been selected as interns
through NORCUS to work during this
summer on separate projects.
The Northwest College and Univer
sity Association for Science Faculty
(NORCUS) picked Dr. Sugiyama as a
faculty intern to work with Westing
house Hanford at the Hanford Engineer
ing Development Labs. His efforts will
be directed toward the implementation
of computer programs related to algo
rithms and computation in support of the
construction of the Fast Flux Test
Facility at Richland, Washington.
Dr. Kerr was picked to work with
Boeing Computer Services, giving them
help with various mathematical prob
lems and new techniques. He plans to
return to Boise State with valuable new
technical information.
Dr. Masao Sugiyama and Dr. Fritz
Ward have both participated in the
second phase of the Chatauqua short
courses sponsored by the National
Science Foundation.
Sugiyama was involved with "Com-

puter Security and Individual Privacy."
His work was primarily concerned with
recent legislation on privacy and how it
will affect computer storage banks. The
physical security of data storage was
also part of Sugiyama's research.
Dr. Fritz Ward spent time in March on
the Chatauqua short courses mixing his
math expertise with a love for the out
doors. The short courses were held at
Stanford and Dr. Ward's project was in
conjunction with the Bureau of Land
Management.
The BLM currently uses a method of
measuring scenic beauty and classifies
that information for further use. Dr.
Ward has begun to develop statistical

Play Opens May 4
Billed as a "classic of rural America"
that mixes witchcraft and folk music,
Howard Richardson's "Dark of the
Moon" will open May 4 at 8:15 p.m. in
the BSU Speccenter.
The last show of the year, it will run
through May 7.
The plot, according to director Charles
Lauterbach, revolves around a witch boy
who gains human form through the love
of a mortal girl. Lead roles are played by
Mike Hofferber and Sandra Marsh.

analysis and a measurement technique
that will help to interpret how people
view beauty as well as the intrinsic value
of the scene itself.
"If things go well," Dr. Ward
explained, "the BLM will be able to use
this model for measuring scenic beauty.
Last, but not least on the math roster,
is Dr. Jerry Young. Jerry was a member
of the accreditation team visiting the
Gooding School District on April 4, 5 and
6 to evaluate and make recommenda
tions as part of a statewide continuing
accreditation program.

Rafters Race
The Boise River will be filled with a
flotilla of eager rafters Saturday, April
30 when the Tau Kappa Epsilon holds its
11th annual race.
The popular event which draws men,_
women and mixed teams from several
B S U groups will start at noon from
Barber Bridge and end at 3 p.m. in Ann
Morrison Park. A trophy presentation
will follow.
Teams must enter by 11 a.m. on race
day. Early entrants can pick up blanks at
the SUB Info Booth. Fee is $6 per raft.

LikeDe(J,th & Taxes, We Can't Avoid Metrics
Already some have called it a Commu
nist plot . . . a not so subtle way to
undermine the American way of life.
Others take the ostrich approach . . .
ignore it and maybe it will go away. Still
others gruffiy say they would rather
fight than switch.
But like it or not, the day of the meter
is just around the corner, according to
Boise State math professor Jerry
Young, who is on the statewide Metric
Advisory Committee that is making
plans for the changeover.
As he explains it, yards, feet and
inches, along with pounds, miles and
every other measurement Americans
hold dear, are on the endangered species
list and there's no getting around it.
From practical businessmen to idealis
tic educators, the trend is to think
metric.
A solid example of that comes in
Idaho, where the State Board of Educa
tion has mandated that schools start
teaching the metric system of measure
ment, with full conversion slated for
1984, an Orwellian date that has given
fuel to critics.
Backing that up is the federal govern
ment, which has recommended a ten
year phase-in period that will end in
1982.
Young points to several reasons why
the country should switch to metrics. As
he explains, the U.S. is an "island in the
world" right now when it comes to
measurement.
Only a handful of countries have clung
stubbornly to the English system. In
fact, the English and all their former
colonies have given up their own system
to adopt metrics. That leaves the �.S.

alone as the only major economic power
that clings to the old system.
Our isolation poses serious economic
problems if the U.S. wants to remain
competitive in international markets,
Young explains. By retaining the old
inches and feet, the U.S. is losing busi
ness to metric countries who can supply
goods with common dimensions.
Already those in the Common Market
require U.S. manufacturers to supply
specifications in metrics. It's only a step
around the corner before they will also
require goods to be built with metric
measurements, Young thinks.
Evidence of the hard economic facts
that metrics are good business comes
from a list of firms which support the
change-over, companies like Ford Mo
tors, Chrysler, John Deere, Xerox,
IBM,.Travelers Insurance, Weyer
houser, Seven-Up and a host of others.
Economics aside, Young says metrics
are best because the system is easier to
learn, easier to teach and easier to use.
"The English system has illogical
multiples like 3 feet in a yard, 5280 feet
in a mile or 16 ounces in a pound. The
metric system is completely based on
multiples of 10."
In a study sponsored by a national
organization "slow" children learned
metric measurement faster than they
did the present system. Teachers think
it will take less time in arithmetic, parti
cularly in fractions, with the metric
system.
Actually, it was an "accident of
history" that we adopted the English
system in the first place, says Young.
Had we been a French colony, chances
are we would be metric today, he points

out.
It was the French who adopted the
first standardized measurement in the
throes of their Revolution in 1790. That
was the first time the hodge-podge of
local measurements was brought under
the same system.
"People don't realize it's an arbitrary
choice. It's just what you choose to
measure with. There's nothing inherent
ly right about the English system," he
says.
Present furor aside, this isn't the first
time the U.S. has flirted with the metric
system. The idea has been around for
over 100 years.
In 1866 �ngress passed a bill which
authorized the teaching of metrics. The
intention then was eventually to change
over' just like it is now.
But education didn't take up the
charge. Teachers failed to expose
students to metrics as the first system of
measurement. Chapters on metrics were
tacked on to the end of math books and
little studied. So the idea faded away.
But that won't happen this time.
Education, says Young, i s now the
leader of the movement.
With federal and state directives in
hand, schools are starting young chil
dren in metric measurement in their
first year. The idea is to get students to
think and use metrics before they learn
the English system.
The common practice is to start stu
dents measuring with nonstandard units
like pencil lengths. Once they realize
that anything can be used to measure,
then the metric system is introduced.
Students accept it and learn it faster
because of its basis around 10.

According to Young, students now in
school won't have any problems in a
changeover. Metrics will be second
nature to them.
But it won't be so easy for older gener
ations. Those hardest hit will be people
between ages 30 and 40. Versed in the
English system, they won't be able to
avoid the confusion when metrics take
over.
One survey showed that 60 percent of
the adults questioned couldn't even
name a single metric unit.
The challenge now is in the hands of
educators, says Young. Schools like
Boise State and other universities must
provide training for teachers who must
go to the new system. Education, plus
a huge public relations awareness effort,
are important keys that will unlock the
metric tangle.
As advice, Young suggests people
should never try to convert between the
old and new systems.
"It's just like a foreign language. The
only way to learn it is to immerse your
self in it. You have to think metric all the
time and don't convert back and forth."
That's why Young stresses that what
is happening now is a changeover, not a
conversion.
For the diehards, Young does offer
some hope. America will never go 100
percent metric, he says. Like England
with its weight in stones or horse races
with their furlongs, Americans won't
have to part with measurements they
hold dear to their hearts.
"We probably won't ever play football
on a field laid out in meters. That would
be too much to ask," he says.
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FOCUS Perspective
Growing Pains
BSU Nursing department chairman JoAnn Vahey put some good phrases
around a problem that regularly bedevils BSU in its public operating image
and internal sense of self-confidence, this month.
So we'll call special attention to her rebuttalto the appraisal of BSU's
Nursing program by a State Board of Education-requested consulting
group. Graceful about the helpful data in the report, in general, Chairman
Vahey could not resist comment on one report criticism that BSU nursing
program developments seemed "uneven."
Said she: "The School of Health Sciences was only established in 1972. It,
like any new school, has limited funds and personnel resources. Every
effort is being made to develop quality upper division courses in the
school."
We're sure Chairman Vahey will want us to emphasize that such reports
as that made by the evaluation team are keys to helping achieve that kind
of quality formation. But it is apparent that those who judge BSU too often
seem to lose sight of where the university has moved up from, and how
swiftly that has had to be done in the face of demand from the area it
serves.
The sheer fact of smooth operation and good graduate turnout by a
school such as Health Sciences and a department like Nursing, always
strikes us as rather amazing, in view of time and resources available.
The same, of course, should always be kept in mind about the entire
growth pain problem for all the university.

Watch Your Calendar
With our makeup and editorial desks jammed in publications and news
release work for a dizzying schedule of university needs this month as
budget setting, board meetings and special year·end report time all come
together, we can be pardoned for a light Focus edition, surely.
So that leads to some necessary consolidation of space and that's why
we'll take a few lines of editorial area for some items normally discussed in
"Sportin' Life" space that's absent this time.
ITEM: Two premium "fun" events that give BSU friends and observers
a chance to see the campus at its organizing best go on the next two week
ends. We urge support, for both need it to keep vital non-academic trends
alive.
One is the Buster Bonco Rodeo at the Fairgrounds at 3 p.m. Friday and
Saturday afternoons, with another show Saturday a.m. at 10. Funds keep
the school's only competing club sports group alive. A healthy rodeo club is
a promise of development for other student groups who want to get
something going in amatuer sport away from pressure of "big time" com
petition.
Such potentials as a healthy, competing ski club, soccer club, chess club,
etc. will look more promising if the leadership of the rodeo men and women
is followed. Read about it, this issue, and enjoy an aspect of collegiate
recreation that may surprise and delight you.
Second is the Alumni-Varsity Football game the next weekend, April 30,
at Bronco Stadium. For a modest ticket fee, get a first look at the new BSU
varsity and reminisce over the performance of some past stars who give
freely of body and time to make the event a success.
Funds from this one are an absolutely vital base for active operation of
the BSU Alumni Association. Thus the event becomes a neatly selfish way
to give and enjoy, too.

actually

Barnes
In
Focus

Like Senators Mike Mitchell and Norma Dobler in earlier appearances,
the comments of Representative Larry Jackson to the State Board of
Education this month were measured, firm, but a little more unusual.
Both Mitchell and Dobler took personal time away from the annual ses
sion duties to "make" a board meeting and give that group insights into the
way their constituents were feeling about higher education these days.
Some of their ideas, given in advance of the 1977 session, bore fruit as the
board worked hard to justify financial requests with more data than has
historically been a custom.
Joint Finance & Appropriations Committee Co-Chairman Jackson
showed he's one legislator just as anxious to "follow through" on legislative
intent, when he took his time to visit the board meeting in Pocatello and
"see how our funding intent is going."
It is vital that what the people will, through actions of their legislators,
stay on track in these key steps of disbursement of funds to agencies by the
various boards and commissions who get the purse string power from the
lawmakers. There have been times when lump sums voted to boards and
commissions have been parceled out to agencies and institutions under
their direct control in ways that seemed at odds with the debates and
on-record comments of legislators just weeks before.
Retiring Board of Education Chairman Ed Benoit suggested the answer
to the problem when he told Rep. Jackson that his "deep interest in travel
ing all the way over here to take part in a meeting" - and a key budget
appropriation meeting at that -was of great help to the board.
Benoit was certainly not calling for legislators to keelJ eagle eyes on
every disbursement move on their voted funds by their boards and com
missions. But he was suggesting that too many legislators head home after
the session, forget about the SUL <:equent budget and supervision actions
that bring their January-March work truly to life in the governance of the
state.
Jackson, with Dobler and Mitchell, proved he is not one of those and all
of us responsible to their actions are grateful for that.
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Loan F11nd Started
To Honor Nampan
A memorial loan fund in memory of
Steven J. White, Nampa, has been
established at Boise State University.
Steven, 10 year old son of Bill White,
Boise, and Julia Kay White, Nampa,
died of stab wounds Feb. 14 in Nampa.
Investigations into his death are continu
ing.
The fund was started by the youth's
uncle, BSU Student Loan Accounting

with the loan fund idea as a way that
allows people who can't afford the $100
to contribute to a memorial for Steven.
"This whole episode has been a terri
ble nightmare for the family. I felt that
perhaps something good could come out
of this ...that the impact of Steven's
death might be softened," he says.
The fund will be used to help BSU
students attend school.Since it is a loan
fund, it will be replenished each year by
previous borrowers.
The young White was born Aug. 4,
1966 in Boise, where he attended school
until moving to Nampa in 1972. He was a
Lincoln Elementary School fifth grader
and member of Cub Scouts. Surviving
are his parents; brothers Ronald and
Douglas; maternal grandparents Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Prescott, Nampa; and
paternal grandmother Mrs. Viola White,
Boise.
Persons who want to contribute
should send donations to the Steven J.
White Memorial Student Loan Fund, c/o
Boise State University, 1910 University
Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725.

Steven J. White
Supervisor Ronald Moran.
Moran says many people of t h e
Treasure Valley have wanted t o contri
bute to a Nampa Chamber of Commerce
organized fund to establish a reward for
information leading to the capture of the
youth's killer.
But that fund accepts donations only
in $100 amounts, which puts it out of
reach for many people. Moran came up

Business Awards
The School of Business will hold its
annual scholarships and awards presen
tation Thursday, April 21 at 10 a.m. in
room 105 of the Business BuDding.
Over 100 students will receive scholar
ships or awards. Scholarships donated
this year by private industry and BSU
will total over $39,000.

Second Fund Drive
About Ready
By David Lambert
Development Director

The second drive of the Boise State University Foundation Annual Fund is in the
process of being assembled and mailed.This fund drive is to secure monies for scholar
ships in both the Academic and Vo-Tech areas.
Boise State University has grown dramatically during the past few years and as a
consequence has outstripped the funds which formerly would supply scholarships and
loans for deserving and needy students.

Many students at Boise State University work at part-time employment to supple
ment the cost of their education O ur students are forced to seek employment because of
inflated living costs and the growing educational expenses.
Many students are forced to either delay their education or quit coUege because they
lack the funds to continue. Therefore, the demand for financWl assistance is ever
increasing. BSU has tried in the past to meet these needs, but we now find that the
needs far outstrip the funds available.
This year we are asking members of our business community, alumni and parents to
contribute generously to this fund appeal.Monies collected this spring will go to the
needs of students enrolling in the fall.Since this drive is part of the Annual Fund,
contributors this year will automatically become enrolled as charter members of the
Boise State University Foundation.
Those donating, consecutively, to our annual fund over the next five year period wiU

receive specWl recognition for the�r loyalty and interest in Boise State University.
We urge those who have not taken the opportunity to help us in this worthwhile
cause, whether the donation be large or small, to join in and help the deserving students
of this University.Your assistance would be most sincerely appreciated at this time.
Stocks and Bonds
This year the friends, alumni, and business people of the community have made con
tributions of various kinds of negotiable securities to Boise State University. The giving
of stocks and bonds increased significantly over those donated last year. The reasons for
this kind of giving are varied.
Stocks and negotiable securities often have a very low base, but due to appreciation
they may cost an investor a substantial amount in taxes if they are sold for a capital
gain.
Another factor that plays a part in whether an investor should sell stock is that
investor's income level. Frequently the last thing the investor needs is additional
income. A person in this situation might find it advantageous to make a gift of stocks or
bonds to Boise State University.
By taking this approach, he is able to write-off the current market value as a donation
to Boise State University Foundation or to the University which could result in a sub
stantial tax savings to him.

We urge our alumni and friends to check with their accountants and attorneys to see
if their capital appreciated stock could, in fact, become a tax savings to them if they
donated it to BSU.
If you have any qestions or would like information concerning the donation of
negotiable securities, call the Development Office, Boise State University, 385-3276.
We will be glad to discuss this matter with you privately.

GILES MALOOF has worked computer magic for hundreds of students with this
Environment-Energy Simulator on loan from the Energy, Research and Develop
ment Agency. By controlling the computer, students can see how the world's
resources will hold up as things like population, research er conservation change.
Maloof has used the machine in BSU classes and other high schools across the state
to explain the world's energy picture.

Boise Cascade Donates
The Boise Cascade Corporation has
again supported local education efforts
through a donation of $3,000 to the Adult
Basic Education program at Boise State
University. During the last service year, the Boise Cascade support meant twice
as much Adult Basic Education program
time in Emmett, Horseshoe Bend, Cas
cade, Council, and McCall.
A total of 161 people have participated
in these five local programs this past
year. Twenty-two participants were
non-readers and have raised their read
ing level to an average of a 4.2 grade
level; thirty-six people completed the
AmericanGovernment course; sixty-one
completed the GED for the high school
equivalency diploma. Forty-two people
have completed up to four of the five

Prep Classes
Fifteen high school students from all
parts of Idaho will be at Boise State for
three weeks this summer for two special
courses sponsored by the Honors Pro
gram.
High school students set to enter their
senior years will get a chance to sharpen
their knowledge in fresh water biology
and modern mathematics through two
courses taught by BSU professors.
The biology course, taught by Leo
Jones, will meet four hours each day to
study things like algae, water organisms
and disturbances in aquatic ecosystems.
Professor Yozo Takeda will lead the
modern math students, who will meet
three hours each day to look at geometry
and abstract algebra.
Participants will be housed in the
Towers dormitory and eat at the SUB
cafeteria.
Costs for room, food and fees will be
$174 for the full three weeks. Students
interested should contact Mech by May 1
to be considered for the new program.

Ceramics Sale
CeramJcs by BSU students and
faculty will again be on sale May 7-9
in the Liberal Arts Gallery. Hours
will be 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Over 500
pieces from about 100 students will
go on sale.

$$

tests forGED completion.
The latest contribution will be used to
subsidize the very limited Adult Basic
Education funds in service year 19771978 to provide additional ABE activity
in these five local programs.
"Boise Cascade's interest and support
of Adult Basic Education certainly helps
better the quality of life for many
Idahoans.We wish to thank the corpora
tion, Mr. Harry Adams, and Mr. Glen
Youngblood for their help," says BSU
development director Dave Lambert.

Admit Rules
Admission officials recently released
information on summer school registra
tion policies and procedures.

Students enroUed in one or more Boise
State University courses Spring Semes
ter 1977 and did not completely with
draw can pick up Intention Cards.
Students who notify the Admissions
Office between 8 a.m., April 18, and
noon, June 1, of this intention to enroU
for the 1977 Summer Session will get a
pre-printed registration packet.
Students who do not notify the office
of their intention to enroll will be
required to register on a blank packet.
Students can notify the Admissions
Office of their intention to enroU for
summer school by stopping by Room 100
of the Administration Building or by call
ing 385-1156.
Students who were not enroUed at
BSU Spring Semester 1977 [new at BSU
for Summer 1977 or former BSU stu
dents who were not enroUed Spring 1977
or students who enroUed Spring 1977
but completely withdrew) will need to
submit a new application for admission
no later than noon, June 1, in order to
have a prepared registration packet
available.
Students submitting applications after
that date will be required to register on
a blank packet.
Registra tion/or the 1977 Summer
Session is scheduled for the University
Gymnasium Saturday, June 4, 9 a.m. to
11 p.m. Summer school runs from June 4
through August 12 in one ten-week
block, an eight-week session, and two
five-week blocks.

Library Offers Info Service
Teachers, students and other school
personnel can now take advantage of
computer wizardry to help them re
search education topics, according to
BSU librarians.
New to the Library is an information
retrieval service which will provide com
puterized searches of literature collected
by the Educational Resources Informa
tion Center (ERIC), a national organiza
tion which has gathered over 200,000
documents and articles in the field of
education.

What the new system means, accord
ing to BSU retrieval specialist Anne
Matjeka, is that educators who want
information about a topic can feed the
request into a computer which will
search the ERIC files and other sources.
A print-out listing a biography o f
b o o k s a n d articles available o n t h e
search topic will then b e issued.
Persons who want more information
can contact her at BSU Library room 113
or phone 385-3581.

·
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Elections
By Jim Dickey
President,
Alumni Assoc
,

By Dyke Nally
Alumni Director
The Alumni Association at BSU is a
relatively new organization. It w a s
started i n 1967 and didn't really get
moving until the early 70's.
In the beginning it was very hard to
get people interested in the Association,
and even more difficult to get contribu
tions. Money was badly needed primar
ily for keeping the organization afloat
and for promotion and publicity concern
ing the Association.
People like Jean Higgins, Ed Hedges,
Russ Biaggne, Michelle Morrison, Roger
Allen, Pam Simmonds, Julie Booker
Masner and others dedicated a great
deal of time in keeping the organization
alive during those early years of exis
tence.
Another equally important factor was
the generosity and cooperation of the
Alumni athletes, who risked their bodies
against the Varsity in the Alumni Foot
ball Game. This great group of guys has
been the Alumni Association's best
investment ever!
Ninety percent of our revenues have
been derived from the Annual Alumni/
Varsity Game ticket sales.
I am certain that without these
athletes we would never have h a d
enough money for o u r scholarship
program or our social activities.
We have used the money to promote
the Alumni Association and Boise State
University.
The efforts and generous contribu
tions of time given by members o( the
Association have created a strong
Alumni Association for BSU. We are
involved in any project that supports the
University.
With your involvement and continued
interest the Alumni Association will
become BSU's strongest asset.
.

MOST OF TillS XXX'ed bunch will be back in uniform April 30 for their annual
attack on Coach Criner's fresh Varsity edition.

Spring Events Speed
Alt1mni Social Pace
Though the annual turnout of thousands

of BSU alumni and friends to see if their

old foot balling buddies can put a stripe or
two on the newest Bronco varsity will take
center attention in alumni activities this
spring on April 30, other events are on
each week's calendar, too.

for

Another event that saw alums come
together to back one of their own was the
Coeur D'Alene Athletic Roundtable

annual Hall of Fame banquet in March.
From

What BSU Alumni Director Dyke Nally
calls "the climax to our alumni year" is
actually a month of events at which BSU
people have provided the social setting
and graduates of years ago come to see

each other again.

with

insights,

BSU

of

renewal

university administrators on the road.

sections

other

and

Boise

of

southern Idaho, friends of Lyle Smith
flew and drove north to be with "Coach"
as he was officially inducted into the
Idaho Sports Hall of F ame .
More alumni, of the Twin Falls and
Idaho Falls areas, showed up at Outreach

One such event was a whirlwind series

of alumni gatherings as part of the BSU
Outreach program to prospective new
students and their parents in late March.

sessions that featured talks with Dr. John
Idaho legislators,

Barnes over dinner.

representatives

university

and

alums

looked at present BSU developments and

Alums helped out in key roles at sessions

future needs.

Grangeville.

the Bronco Athletic Association and the

At

latter,

the

then

D'Alene,

Coeur

in

again

in

Co-ordinator

Regional

Gary Likkel turned out/ the Winchester
and Grangeville and Camas Praire people

Now the action centers in Boise, where

Alumni Association have merged promo
tion forces to get their events before the
community.
Alums of BSU rodeo teams past will
show up April 22 and 23 at the annual
Buster

Election By-Laws
ARTICLE VI

Section 5. Vacancies.

ELECTIO NS AND TERMS OF OFF ICE

1.

Section

Officers.

The four

(4)

officers shall

be elected at the annual meeHng by t he member
ship present at that meeting. All officers shall
serve

(1)

for one

2.

Section

Directors.

The Directors shall be

of Directors by majority vote.

1.

Nominating

Committee.

The

Nominating Committee, with duties described

(6)

Directors shall be elected. As determined by the

immediate past Presidents,

original Directors so elected, one Director shall

members-at-large who shall be elected by the

serve a term of one (1) year; one Director shall

membership present at the annual meeting. As

serve a term of two (2) years; the remaining Direc

determined by the original committee members

tor shall serve a term of three (3) years. At each

so elected, one shall serve a term of one (1) year;

subsequent annual meeting one (1) Director shall

one shall serve a term of two (2) years; the

be elected to the Board.

remaining member shall serve a term of three (3)

and

members,
three ( 3 )

years. At each subsequent annual meeting one

Committee shall nominate one candidate for each

(1)

office to be filled at the annual meeting. The

Committee for a three (3) year term. Nominations

names of these nominees shall be printed along

on this Committee shall be made from the floor at

with the notice of annual meeting, in compliance

the annual meeting or the meeting otherwise

with Article VIII, Section 1 of these By-Laws.

called for this purpose as herein provided.

Other nominations may be made by any fifteen

member shall be elected to the Nominating

Section

2.

Other Committees.

All committees

specifically otherwise provided,

(15) members of the Association. Such nomina

except those

tions, if received by the Secretary in writing not

shall be appointed by the President.

less than ten

(10)

ballots together with those of the Nominating

MEETINGS AND ATTE NDANCE
Section

1.

An nual Meeting. The annual meet

Committee. No further nominations shall be

ing of the Association shall be held not earlier

(10)

made. The Nominating Committee shall have

than ten (10) days before nor later than ten

absolute dis�aretion with respect to all nomina

days after the regular spring commencement

tions made by it with exception that the Commit

exercise, as scheduled by Boise State University.

tee shall consider for the office of President, but

A notice of the annual meeting shall appear in the

is not obligated to nominate, the existing Vice

spring publication to be mailed prior to the
annual meeting, together with a copy of Article

President.

4.

Elect ions .

At the annual meeting,

VI, Section 3 of these By-Laws. At the meeting,

if but one candidate is named for office, election

the Board of Directors shall report to the

Section

and Treasure Valley stores and enter
tainment centers.
Game time

is by voice vote. If more than one nomination is

members on its activities since the previous

made for any office, the Secretary shall prepare

annual meeting; the Secretary shall conduct the

printed ballots for use at the election with said

elect ion of officers; and such other business

ballots listing the names of the candidates for

shall be transacted as has been published in the

any one office in alphabetical order.

notice of the annual meeting.

7:30 p.m. at Bronco

is

Stadium, Saturday, April 30. Alumni off
of last season's Bronco squad have taken

the lead in late afternoon workouts with
their older alum stars of the past.
Nally says he's watched the practices
and sees

the

doubt"

"no

alums

are

pass-happy

serious about taking their

attack to the big, new Broncos under Jim
Criner.

Nominees to be presented to the BSU
Alumni Membership for election and
installation at the Spring Dinner Dance
on May 14, 1977 are as follows:
President, Jack Adkins, CPA - Touche
Ross & Co.
Vice President, David Light, Vice
President, Chandler Supply Co.
Secretary, Leslie Tatro, Boise Educa
tor.
Treasurer, Dick Teutsch, CPA Haskin & Sells.
Board Member (3-yr. term), Steve
Farden, Business Manager, Mercy Hos
pital, Nampa.
Board Member (3-yr. term), Dan
Riley, Riley's Store for Men.
The BSU Alumni Membership can also
nominate other candidates for any of the
above offices.
Names for positions must be pre
sented to the Director's Office by May 2
(ten days prior to the installation of
officers at our May 14 Dinner Dance).
By-laws officially explaining the proce
dures of membership nomination have
been posted in this month's issue of
FOCUS.
So read the paper and plan on taking
part in all the spring activities planned.
Hope to see you there!
Jim

Golf Tourney
It all winds up in a relaxed vein on May 7
when the annual Alumni Golf Tourna
ment will run this time as a BAA-Alumni
joint

ARTICLE V I I I

days before the annual meeting,

are valid nominations and shall be placed on the

appear just

events

game for which ticket sales have been

above, shall be comprised of six

The Nominating

these

open the past week at a series of Boise

including the outgoing President and the two

Nominations.

of

warmups for the Alumni-Varsity football

ARTICLE V II

cessors are duly elected and qualified. At the first

3.

The Games The Thing
But all

C O MMITTEES

annual meeting of the Association, all three (3)

Section

10, at the

Saturday morning at

Any vacancy ansmg

tee herein for provided, shall be filled -by the Board

Section

for

Western Idaho Fairgrounds.

tors, the Executive Committee or other commit

year terms or until their succes

elected for three (3) year terms or until their suc

and

voluntarily or involuntarily on the Board of Direc

sors are duly elected and qualified.

scheduled

Rodeo,

Bronco

Friday and Saturday afternoons (3 p.m.}

This is the time of year when a lot of
things are happening at Boise State Uni
versity. Of course, your Alumni Associa
tion is right in the middle of it all.
More fully outlined in this issue of
FOCUS are details of the following: The
Alumni/Varsity Football Game April 30;
the Alumni/Booster Wide Open Golf
Tournament May 7; the Alumni Spring
Dinner Dance & Installation of Officers
on May 14 at Chapin's; and, of course,
Graduation May 15; not to mention,
rodeos, art show, music, baseball games,
track meets and tennis matches.
It's a busy, fun time in Boise and we
hope you11 be here for as much of it as
possible.
Russ Biaggne promises even a better,
bigger golf tournament at Warm
Springs. Doug Simmonds and Dyke are
optimistic about another super Alumni
Football Game. Chairperson Michelle
Morrison and her committee are plan
ning an impressive and informative
evening May 14, along with the installa
tion of a new Alumni Board and Officers.
Terms of board member Russ Biaggne
and Secretary Michelle Morrison expire
this year. And because of business obli
gations, Roger Allen, Vice President,
will also vacate his position on the Board
of Directors. All three Board members
will be sorely missed but their very
special services to Boise State and the
Alumni are greatly appreciated.

Members

promotion.

of

both

agencies are now signing up foursomes
who will take off on the Warm Springs
Golf Course in shotgun starts scheduled
at 8 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Following the day's play,

everything

winds up at Municipal Park where golf
members and their families will gather
for an awards picnic that evening.
Grand

finale

whirlwind

of

to

the

activity

is

month-long
the

Annual

Alumni Spring Dinner and Dance.

Held

at Chapin's Catering service, cocktails

begin at 6:30, �inner at 7:30 and the
dance will run from 9-1; all on May 14.

---- ----�-- --

�
--- -----

Newest member of BSU's Alumni family
is Ashley Simmonds, daughter of former
alumni secretary Pam and alumni Board
of Directors member Doug Simmonds.
The new BSU booster was born Jan. 25.

--- -�--�-
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Baseball Below .500, Track Comes Close
stroked to their tenth straight dual meet

By Bob C. Hall

victory Friday and Saturday.
One BSU Bronco spring sports team was

,

Baseball Broncs Stuck

clearly on the rebound from a chilly start,
another

grappled

with

mid-season

staggers while still another one had yet to
taste

defeat

as

May

and

NCAA

showdowns loomed ahead.
Key�d

by

Gary

Gorrell's

newfound

shotput form and Art Hawkins' surpris
ing flight in the triple jump, BSU trackers
shocked everyone including their coach
by running heavily-favored Idaho State
Bengals to the last event before losing the
All-Idaho meet 173-168 last weekend.
University of Idaho, another state school
the beneficiary of an indoor arena to get
advance conditioning done away from
chilly days so far, was well back in third
at 127 points, trailed by Ricks, NNC, C of
I and NIC.
After a near washout for points against
powerful Washington State and Brigham
Young university teams the week prior,
the better times and tigerish spirit of his
team left Coach Jacoby "very pleased
and looking forward to improvement as

But

for

BSU

He'll find out this coming weekend when
area squads in the OSU invitational at
Corvallis.
No such concerns plagued the mind of
the BSU Women's Tennis team.

They

fans,

Ross

the middle of the Nor-Pac league race,
splitting series after series in March and
early April.
Now the Bronco backs are at the wall
after they dropped three out of four to
tough Gonzaga last weekend.
There was some cheer for a strong
pennant drive with Brent Maxwell, the
Broncs 300-plus hitting first baseman
now over an elbow injury that had kept
his bat out of the lineup until this week's
play.
Also

improving

their

average

as

budding stretch drive stars were John
McHenry, sharp-hitting third baseman
and

Kent

Hollingsworth,

fleet

center

fielder from Caldwell.
Hollingsworth had 31 stolen bases as of
the Idaho U. series.

A new Bronco

record.
Erickson

our conditioning program pro,ceeds."
the Bronco team faces premium Oregon

baseball

Vaughn's team continued to stay stuck in

Some other spring sports names made
news for the Bronco teams. In Women's
track, Kim Erickson swept three events in
an

All-Idaho

womens

meet to

stamp

herself Idaho's premium collegiate
woman

competitor and a

one-woman

gang for the Broncos.

Varsity
'Ready'

In golf, medalists Dave Mendiola and
Joe Hickman led the Bronco links team to
a victory in the annual Or e-Ida
tournament,

played

over

chill

windy

conditions at Warm Springs Golf course.

By Jim Faucher
As Bronco head football coach Jim
Criner and his squad pass the midway
point of the 1977 spring drills, their
sights are now on the April 30 Alumni
Game in Bronco Stadium.
The game is set to begin at 7:30 p.m.,
with a large crowd expected.
The Alumni Game gives the players
something to shoot for at the end of the
spring practice sessions and it is always
an exciting event with fine players com·
ing back to challenge the varsity squad.
"The alumni game has to be one of the
best things we do in the program. The
fans can see what the next year's edition
of the Broncos will be like," Criner said.
The 1976 Alumni Game went right
down to the wire with the varsity's A vi
Rofe kicking a 21-yard field goal with 17
seconds left to give the varsity a 28-27
victory.
Commenting on the progress of the
spring drills, Criner said, "We are a lot
further along than we were last year at
this time. The attitude of the players and
the progress we have made in installing
our offensive and defensive concepts
have been very pleasing," he said.

JEFF. WILSON makes it look easy as he soars over the pole vault bar at 15'9" to set
a new personal and meet record in the All-Idaho meet here last Saturday.

Chutes Ready For Bronc Busters
Two collegiate rodeo beauties, spurring
their beasts past the

electronic

time

barrier at Western Idaho Fairgrounds
this weekend, will bring their battle for

Technical College,
Women's

easily

All-Around

claiming the

trophy

with

a

victory in Goat tying and high-point rides
in Barrel Racing and Breakaway Roping.

expected record crowd for the annual
Rodeo Club.
Trading victories in key women's rodeo
events all season long have been Boise
State

University's

Stampede

sleek
Queen Tonya

Snake

River

Halbert

and

compact Utah State University cow-ed
Cindy Coombs.
has

been plucking seconds and points off of
Cindy's winter-season lead in Goat tying,
moving well ahead in the showy Barrel
Race regional standings.
Last weekend, Tonya set the stage for
the

big

showdown

Fairgrounds
women's

when

events

over

at
she

the

Boise

swept

Cindy

the

at Utah

While that contest will be a key one for
both gal's hopes toward a national NIRA
title in their three-event chase, other
Bronco Buster Rodeo highlights feature
the Bronco Mens' team.
in

fifth

place

among

Rocky

Last weekend,

they inched to fourth place with strong
rides

in

bareback

and Saddle

Bronc

go-rounds from Allen King.
In an overall seventh place in regional
individual standings for saddle
riding is

Dan

comeback

bronc

He'll need

Kiser.

performance

Friday

a

and

Saturday to keep his hopes alive for
regional honors when the season ends.
Besides the team and individual trophy
see several

By BAA Director
Don Kubitschek
Writing this issue for FOCUS seems easier than many of the other
columns. No question that the pleasant weather of the past two days has
brought people out of hibernation and improved spirits.
The university athletic teams are especially grateful as they hone
their skills in their respective sports under the warm rays of sunshine.
The Bronco Booster Drive is underway and teams of Bronco Boosters
are out working the Treasure Valley gaining new support and faces as
we continue to expand our base. Presently, we have 521 Bronco Boosters
and 350 Buckaroo members. We are hoping to enlarge the support at
these levels of Boosters to 700 and 450 respectively. Through ticket
application mail-outs and personal contact, we are attempting to reach
as many prospective members as possible.
As a Bronco Booster, if you know anyone who is not a member,
encourage him to join us. Or better yet, sign him up yourself. It only
takes a check and we do offer Mastercharge and Bank Americard
services. We want to keep the Broncos on the move and do everything
possible to maintain the Booster Club goal of "Excellence in Athletics" at
Boise State University.
·

show.
In the Saturday finals, haberdasher Dan
Rily will represent the downtown Boise
merchants in a bull riding contest against
Larry Maneely, KTVB Sports Director.

BSU ended the winter half of the rodeo
season

contests, Treasure Valley rodeo fans will

Kubitschek's Corner

BSU Alumni Director Dyke NalJy will
face KIVI-TV Sports Director Brad Mink
range bulls during the Friday afternoon

Top Bull Rider Here

Mountain region clubs.

Off to a slow start, BSU's Tonya

Treasure Valley personalities.

in twin one-go-around rides on pesky

1977 Championship Cowgirl before an
Buster Bronco rodeo hosted by the BSU

showdown bull rides between well-known

national-ranked Intercolle·

giate rodeo stars in the dozens of tests
between horse, bull, calf and cowboy, at
the Buster Bronco show.
Top-ten U.S. intercolJegiate bull rider
Kelly Wahlin of Weber State colJege will
be favored to win the go-arounds set for 3
p.m. Friday, 10 a.m. Saturday and again
at 3 p.m. Saturday.
Idaho State University team ropers Kim
Kawamura and Randy Geisler will pitch
loops at the head and heels of a running
steer in a try at improvement of their
national standing.
College of Southern Idaho cowgirl Tink
Jones could surprise the whole women's
field for aU-around . honors.

She's a

champion Barrel Racer with the best time
scored in that event this season.
If the handsome sight of wiry young men
and slender cowgirls flying across the
Fairgrounds arena isn't enough to keep
rodeo fans happy this weekend, some
special events aimed at pure entertain
ment may do the trick.
Most interesting

will

'

be

a

pair

of

Olsen
Coming
Merlin Olsen, All-Pro defensive tackle
for the Los Angeles Rams for 15 y ears ,
will be the featured speaker Tuesday,
April 26, at the Boise State University
Lettermen's Banquet.
The banquet, which honors all Bronco
lettermen in all sports, will begin at 7:07
p.m. at the Rodeway Inn Convention
Center in Boise. The annual affair is co
sponsored by the Bronco Athletic Asso
ciation and KTVB-Channel 7 in Boise.
A limit ed number of tickets at $10 per
person for the banquet are on sale in the
Bronco Athletic Association office at the
Varsity Center on the BSU campus.
Olsen was born in Logan, Utah, one of
a family of nine children and was an all
round athlete at Logan High. He was
named to every All American team for
his line play at Utah State University in
Logan and took part in the East-West,
Al l A merican a nd College All-Star
games.
The Los Angeles Rams made Olsen a
first round draft pick in 1962, and the
following year, UPI, AP and NEA made
him second team All-NFL. After that he
was named to various all-pro teams each
season, and from 1966 through 1970 he
was a unanimous All-NFL performer.
He retired from professional football
at the end of the 1976 season and will be
a "color commentator" for the NBC
Network this coming fall.

Zlr-3U as anot

u.vua, Mar
ch
her phase of
this project.
�---,
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Parks Says ·Heat Bills Can Drop
From television commercials to Presi
dential pronouncements, Americans
have been nudged, cajoled and even
ordered to turn down their thermostats
and insulate their houses to save energy.
But can a homeowner really save
enough energy by following that well
publicized advice to make it all worth
while?
That's the question Boise State Uni
versity professor Dr. Donald Parks set
out to answer three years ago when he
started a thorough study on his small
two bedroom house near the BSU cam
pus.
Now, after three winters of careful
evaluation, he has some answers.
For one, he found that he could easily
save over 50 percent of his oil heating
bill without sacrificing any comfort.
For another, he found that conserva
tion measures he tested were "well
worth the effort" and would all pay for
themselves, most within five years.

"batts," but Parks says aluminum foil in
theory is about as good, easier to put up,
and a "lot cheaper."
His theory was correct. With the foil
insulation, his combined saving climbed
to 50 percent. Cost: $20.
The next fall he added storm windows
over a l l single pane windows in the
house. This pushed the oil saving per
centage up to 58 percent. Cost: $242.
The final conservation measure was
added when Parks' wife went to work.
This allowed him to turn the thermostat
to its lowest setting during working
hours. His overall saving then leaped to
a huge 70 percent over his original usage
before he started his conservation

measures.
The results even surprised Parks.
"It's amazing to me that I now only use
30 percent as much oil to heat my house
as when I started the study," he says.
"Over a normal winter I figure I saved
442 gallons of fuel oil I can get through
the winter now on less oil than my 285
gallon tank holds!"
Of all the improvements, Parks says
the foil was the most economical. He
figures it paid for itself within a few
months. The attic insulation will take
about 4-5 years and the storm windows
will take over 10 years at present fuel
costs, he says.
Matthew Hightree

Top

Matthew Hightree, 1974 graduate
from North Fremont High School in Ash
ton, has been named Boise State Univer
sity's Outstanding Engineering Student
of 1977.
A recent meeting of the Southwest
Chapter of the Idaho Society of Profes
sional Engineers in Boise was dedicated
to honoring Hightree and two runners
up for the award.
Matthew is majoring in mechanical
engineering at BSU, after transferring
from the College of Idaho. He is in his
sixth semester and carries a 3.95 grade
point average.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul High
tree, formerly of Island Park, and now
living in Richard, Utah, Matthew recent
ly won a $1,500 scholarship from the
State of Idaho to study at BSU.
Runners up for the award were:
Kathy L. Reser, a civil engineering
major from Boise's Capital High School.
Kathy was the first girl to be honored by
this sixteen year old award. She is in her
fourth semester at BSU and has a 3.8
GPA.
The other finalist in the Engineering
award competition was C h i Seng
Tchang, an electrical engineer from
Hong Kong. Chi has been studying at
BSU for five semesters and has a 3.95
GPA.

Parks, an engineer with a background
in energy and power, says his house had
a "modest amount" of insulation when he
started.
The walls were fully insulated, the
attic had about 3-4 inches, one large pic
ture window had a storm window and
the furnace ducts under the house in an
unheated crawl space had thin insula
tion. He kept the thermostat at 73
degrees.
With meticulous attention, Parks com
piled a journal of figures on tempera
ture, wind, thermostat settings and
other items. He included complicated
adjustments to account for weather and
temperature variations so he could
accurately measure the energy savings
of the conservation steps he tried.
A key part of Parks' study was to find
out how much oil he used without taking
any conservation measures.
Once he found that, he did what
everybody else does as a first step to
save ... he turned down his thermostat.
"I wanted to be reasonable and lower
the temperature setting to a level I still
considered comfortable. And I don't like
to wear sweaters!" So he put his thermo
stat at 71 degrees and turned it down to
its lowest setting at night.
By just doing this, Parks figured he
saved 23 percent of his oil... at no cost.
Over the first summer he had 10-12
inches of fiberglass insulation added to
his attic. This addition, plus the lower
temperature setting combined for an
overall saving of 39 percent. The insula
tion cost him $190.
Parks cured another heat loser over
Christmas break by covering the under
side of the floor above the unheated
crawl space with aluminum foil. Floors
are commonly insulated with fiberglass

----

Engineer

Register Early

THIS HAS BEEN A common scene at the Donald Parks house over the last three
years as the professor has carefully measured his fuel to see if conservation really
works.

Students who will be oft-campus on
school-sponsored events or other school
business during assigned registration
time on August 25-26 may request per·
mission to register early [8:00 a.m.,
Thursday, August 25].
Deadline for requesting permission for
early registration is 4 p.m., Monday,
May 9. For information, students can
call 385-1156.

�ocus-People on the Movtse�-�-----

In Communication
Jim Rlley, director of forensics, was
director of the Nevada State High School
Debate Tournament in Las Vegas in mid
April. He accompanied the BSU debate
squad to Reno, Nev., where the group
participated in the University of Nevada
Reno Invitational Debate Tournament
March 30-April 3.
Riley also is working with Bob Ham
lin, judicial education officer for t h e
State o f Idaho, to develop a program i n
communication in judicial education. The
program is to be scheduled this summer
with possible additional weekends.
Bob Boren, department chairman,
gave two presentations in March: one on
coping with change, for the U.S. Forest
Service at Warm Springs, Ore., and the
other on effective public contact for the
U.S. Civil Service Commission at Den
ver, Colo.
In mid-April, Boren gave a workshop
on employee motivation and training for
the Idaho Restaurant and Beverage
Assn., in Coeur d'Alene, and was the
speaker for the Ricks College Depart
ment of Communication Annual Awards
Banquet.
Jim DeMoux was a speaker on the
importance of out-service image for
employees of the Boise National Forest,

at a meeting in March.
Rosalyn Barry was a speaker on cus
tomer relations at a meeting of employ
ees of three Boise area beauty shops, in
March.
Dawn Craner will take her Readers
Theater to the International Interpre
tive Theater Alliance Festival at Logan,
Utah April 20-22. Her students-Russ
Louder, Pat Ammann, Leslie Fowler,
Sue Carpenter and Georgia Meacham
will perform "A Little Knowledge," a
play written in theater of the absurd, by
a BSU student, Fran Wallace.

lnHomeEc
BSU Home Economists were busy
during Idaho Home Economics Week,
Aprill0-17. Governor Evans proclaimed
the week and BSU faculty members and
home economics students got out to
spread the word and acquaint others
with the values and many facets of home
economics.
Dr. Swain, Mrs. Eyre and Dr. Scrim
sher conducted panel discussions at area
high schools depicting what home eco
nomists do in their respective areas.
The BSU Home Economics Depart
ment and the Vocational School Child
Care Services hosted an open house on
campus in their respective areas. Invita-

tions were extended to area high school
students to attend the open house,
according to Geraldine Johnson, com
mittee co-chairman.

In Political Science
Dr. Gregory A. Raymond presented a
paper titled "Soviet and American Influ
ence in the Middle East, 1948-1973: An
Empirical Assessment" during April at
the annual meeting of the Pacific North
west Political Science Association in
Portland, Oregon.
He also has been invited to present a
paper titled "Arbitration, Military Capa
bility, and Major Power War" during
June at the Strategic Studies Institute of
the U.S. Army War College in Carlisle,
Pennsylvania.
Dr. Earl H. Fry recently delivered a
paper entitled "Communist-Socialist Co
operation in Western Europe: T h e
Domino Theory Revisited" a t the annual
meeting of the Idaho Political Science
Association.
In mid-March, Dr. Fry presented a
paper on "US-EEC Relations: The
Impact of Eurocommunism" a t the
annual conference of the Committee on
Atlantic Studies in St. Louis.

In Biology
Bill Belknap was appointed technical
advisor to the Idaho Governor's Confer
ence on "Wildlife Tomorrow'' held April
18 and 19 at the Rodeway Inn.
He assisted Work Group IV that was
charged with the problem, "What can be
done to preserve and enhance critical
habitats for non-game species, including
rare and endangered wildlife?"
The Department of Biology will be
well represented at the 19th annual
meeting of the Idaho Academy of
Science. Doctors Baker, Centanni,
Fritchman, Fuller, Jones, Keppler,
McCloskey, Papenfuss, Rychert, Wick
low, and Wyllie will attend.
Papers will be presented by Doctors
Centanni, Jones, McCloskey, and Wick
low and by biology students Lauretta
Burman and Lura Morgan.
Dr. H.K. Fritchman will attend the
annual meeting of the Western Region
Association of Pre-Medical Advisors,
April 24-26.
Dr. Russ Centanni represented BSU
at the annual meeting of Pre-Veterinary
Advisors held in Las Vegas.

�OCUS10
July Opening Planned

Vo-Tech Buildings Grow
By Kim Rogers
After summer tans have begun to fade
and students return to the classroom
next fall, things won't be quite the same
around the vo-tech complex. With two
brand spanking new buildings to serve

students, the vo-tech school keeps grow
ing stronger and more efficient.
July 18 has been set as completion
date for the twin project being con
structed by Walter Opp, Inc. When the
dust has cleared and workmen carry out
the last scrap of construction debris, a
new diesel mechanics facility standing
big-rig tall and the all brick food service
building will be open and ready for
moving in.
The diesel facility is designed to hold
eight vehicles at one time plus sectioned
components and will also accommodate
one large classroom.
Good news comes with finishing
touches on the food service building - a
chance for anyone on campus to sample
the hearty meals prepared by food ser
vice students under Chef LaV ar Hoff
and instructor Ray Smith's expert guid
ance.
Built to offer all the advantages and
disadvantages in restaurant owning, the
food service building will offer students
a chance to work right in an atmosphere
that faces them upon graduation.
"We have simulated a full service res
taurant," explained Ray Smith. "This
gives us the chance to teach our students
everything they need to know about full
service facilities and how to run a dining
establishment."
Because of the major change from a
cafeteria style lab at the Bureau of Land
Management where BSU operates now,
to a full service dining area, two new
programs will finally become a reality.
Courses in Hostess and WaiterI
Waitress emphasis have been written
and on file, but until the proper facility
opened up, the offerings had to sit idle.
In addition to the major advantage of
the new building that offers a well
rounded program to students, Boise
State employees and friends will have
the opportunity to try out a new
restaurant.
In cooperation with ARA Food Ser
vice, vo-tech will be able to open its
doors for the noon meal to anyone at
prices compatible with the ARA dining
menu. Students will not be able to use
their meal tickets, however, as they are
only good at the ARA facility.

----

For a program that has had to live
under a contract with service to
prisoners at the Idaho State Peniten
tiary; hungry fire fighters at the BLM
and at one time, offering instruction in a
trailer, BSU's vo-tech food service has
come quite a long way and will fmally be
rewarded with a top facility of its own.

Physically, the new building will offer

classroom space separate from dining
quarters, a demonstratiOn lab, produc
tion kitchen, large dining room, a small
conference room, locker space and
changing rooms for students and an
ample pantry capable of storing enough
food to feed Custer's army.

By Chef LaVar DoH
Chef Instructor
BSU Food Service

VO-TECH'S NEW diesel mechanics building takes shape as the pre-formed concrete
slabs are raised and put in place.

Nurse Conclave April 27
Nurses throughout Idaho will have the
opportunity to broaden their educational
horizons at the annual convention of the
Idaho Nurses Association scheduled on
April 27, 28 and 29 at the Rodeway Inn
in Boise.
Continuing education, of major con
cern at BSU, will be one of the major
issues discussed at the annual conven
tion. Other resolutions in question
include Economic and General Welfare
and support of a statewide Child
Immunization program.
Activities for student nurses will be
coordinated with other convention
events. A workshop, "What is Cancer

Nursing?", sponsored by the Student
Nurses Association will be held 7 to 10
p.m. on Wednesday, April 27.

Friday, April 29 has been designated
"education" day for nurses. Participants
can attend two clinical sessions, select
ing from a choice of ten timely subjects
presented from 8:30 to 11:45 a.m. and 1
to 3:50p.m. For details and reservations
in different sessions, contact I.N . A .
Headquarters.
Una Beth Westfall, the American
Nurses Association's field representa
tive for Quality Assurance, will be the
keynote speaker of the convention.

A great chef in a great restaurant has
many advantages over the housewife
(hostess) in her kitchen at home. The
chef has access to many ingredients that
are not commercially retailed; "Glace de
viande," for example.
Few housewives have the time or the
inclination to keep the necessary stock
pot on the stove simmering.
A good professional chef has years of
experience as a saucier and does not
necessarily follow level table measure
ments. Spices and herbs change in char
acter and strength with age, and a chef
varies these spices and herbs accord
ingly. The ingredient and amount that
works one time may be insufficient or
too much the next.
A good sauce takes preparation and,
above all, good ingredients. Hannah
Glass, in the 18th century cookbook,
"The Art of Cooking Made Plain and
Easy" discusses quite succinctly the art
of the saucier: "You may leave out the
wine, according to what use you want for
it; so that really one might have a
genteel establishment for the price the
sauce of one dish comes to, but if gentle
men will have French cooks, they must
pay for the French tricks."
We may largely thank, or blame,
Thomas Jefferson for the French terms
in our recipes and French names in our
menus. Better still, we may thank or
blame Julien, his chef. In 1779, when
Jefferson returned to the United States
after serving four years as Minister to
France, he brought Julien with him.
Julien remained chef of the Jefferson
household, including the eight years of
Jefferson's presidency.
Undoubtedly, much French cuisine
would soon have come to the United
States under any circumstances, but let
us give credit to Julien for bringing
France to American kitchens nearly two
centuries ago.

�pcus-People on the MovE!e!------

/nP.E
Patricia Holman, Dr. Bill Bowman,
Phyllis Bowman, and Sherm Button
recently represented BSU at the
AAHPER Convention in Seattle, Wash
ington. Some three hundred people
attended the assembly for delegates
during the national convention.
Dr. Bill Bowman represented Idaho at
the Iowa State High School Wrestling
Championships. He served as a consul
tant for the Idaho High School Activities
Association garnering information t o
help run programs throughout the state.
He was also recently named executive
secretary for the Mountain Intercol
legiate Wrestling Association.

phone and Electronics Corporation in
Seattle on March 22.
The participants included representa
tives of various subsidiaries of GTE
located throughout the United States
and Canada.
Marjorie Williamson, Associate Pro
fessor in Business Education and Office
Administration, served on an evaluation
team for the Northwest Accrediting
Association at Weiser High School on
March 21-23.
Robert T. Adkins had a paper pre
sented by his co-author at the South
western Marketing Association's annual
meeting held in New Orleans during
March.

On Staff

In Business
Bill Carson, Department of Account
ing, has been elected Secretary of the
Boise Chapter of the National Associa
tion of Accountants.
Dr. Dennis Fitzpatrick, Associate
Professor of Finance, presented a
seminar entitled: "Corporate Finance
and the Utility Executive" to a group of
top-level managers of the General Tele-

Career & Financial Services Advisor
Ray Rodriquez was elected Aprill as the
1977-78 president of the Idaho Associa
tion of Student Financial Aid Adminis
trators.
Esperanza Nee headed a committee
which presented a proposal for a state
wide aid application, adopted by the
IASFAA at its annual meeting held in
the BSU Student Union.
Dick Reed was named legislative
liaison for the association, succeeding

Gary Gould of Idaho State University.
Reed earlier in March participated in
an Invitational Student Expense Budget
Conference at St. Louis, Missouri, which
convened to adopt a model which can be
used nationally in the development of
student expense budgets.

recommendations to the Indian people of
Idaho.

In Education

of the "Journal of Cuban Studies" pub
lished by the University of Pittsburgh.
The second edition of Bonachea's book

On March 17-18, Dr. William Kirtland,
Director of the BSU Reading Education
Center, and Ken Munns, Reading and
Study Skills instructor, conducted a
workshop at Prairie High School in
Cottonwood.
The workshop provided training for
the faculty of Prairie High School in
"Teaching Reading in the Content Area"
and training in reading and study skills
for the approximately 50 college-bound
seniors and juniors.

versity Press in Cambridge, Mass.

In Social Sciences

Dr. P. K. Ourada has completed Con
sultancy work with the Idaho Intertribal
Policy Board on a workshop program
funded by the Association for the
Humanities in Idaho.
Workshops were conducted at Fort
Hall, Coeur d'Alene and Boise.
National Indian leaders who worked
on the eleven Task Forces of the Ameri
can Indian Policy Review Commission,
presented the Commission's findings and

Dr. Patricia Dorman was re-elected to
the board of directors of the Idaho Lung
Association at their meeting this month.
She is currently president of the board.
Dorman also met with other members
of a Title I sub-committee to review
grant proposals from universities and
colleges in Idaho.
She has scheduled Governor John
Evans to speak in a graduate class May 2
from 8-9 p.m. in the Nez Perce room of
the SUB.

In History
BSU historian-author Rolando Bona
chea has published a book review of
Barquins Memoirs of the Revolutionary
War, Vols. I and II in the January issue

on Che: The CoUected Works of Ernesto
Guevera will be printed in the MIT Uni

!Q:ocus 11
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What's Happening This Spring
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Thursdlly, AprR

BeHblll, Broncos

BSU Golf lnvltlltlon.l
Student art exhibit continues through May 10
Coffeehouse, J.c:k Glah

a Terry

Moran, 7-9 p.m.,

Recr•tlon

&

Lei·

sure,"10:30a.m., B-309
Frldey, April

short, "One Eyed Men Are Kings,"7 p.m., SEC
BSU Golf lnvltatlon.l continues
BSU Intercollegiate Rodeo, Fairgrounds, 3 p.m.
Saturday, Aprll23

&

Gerontology Workshop continues in SUB

children's literature, 4 p.m., SEC
Coffeehouse, Dominique Roche, 7 p.m.,

Gallery

Student Ensemble

Concert-Dress

EnMmble,

8:15p.m., Music Auditorium
am. in B-309

Auditorium

Gallery of Art, 8p.m.

Pop Film, "Romeo I Juliet," 8 p.m., SEC

Panel discussion on "Sporta Equipment: De

modem dance, 8:15p.m., SEC

Friday, AprR

Student Ceramics Sale continues,
"Student Appreciation Day" at Your C a m p u s

(Zeman), LA-Hl6, 7 p.m.

B-309

dueled by Mike Samball) plus University Slngera,
8:15p.m., Music Auditorium
Pop Film, "Rollert.ll,"'8 p.m., SEC
Greek Week begins

TKE Annual Raft Race, begins noon Barber
Bridge, ends 3 p.m. Ann Morrison
MENC Banquet, 7 : 30p.m., Nez Perce
Spring Conference, SW Regional of Idaho Coun·

28

piano, 8:15p.m., Music Auditorium
Bronco Athletic Association Athletic Awards
Banquet, Rodeway
Panel discussion on "Liability of Athlet81 tor

Alumni-Varsity Football Game, 7:30p.m., Bronco
Stadium

of Portland, 1 p.m. at home

& Service,

"

Nez Perce

&

Senate Cham

Boise all

Debbie

MD -111

Riedel, voice, .8:15 p.m. in

Monday, May 16
National Tranaportatlon Week display at Towers
lot

Foreign Film, ''Crom-11," Great Britain (Hughes)
7 p.m., LA-106
·Alpha Kappe Psl Spring Banquet, Flight Room at

Tuesday, May 17
National Transportation Week display at Towers
lot

Boise Airport; social hour at 6:30, dinner at 7
Saturday, May 7

Wedi!Hday, May 18
National Transportation Week display at Towers

Last night, ''Dark of the Moon" at SEC

lot

Big Sky Tennis Championahips continue at

Sunday, May 1

Wednadlly, Aprll27

Senior recital,

Towers lot

Thursday, May 19

Moscow

lnjury," 10:30a.m., B-309

Gerontology Workshop, "Future Challenge s :

Yo-Tech Hobo March throughout

Greek Week ends
Buebell, Broncos in doubleheader vs. University

Student Ensemble Concert-Symphonic Band

&

Meisterslngers, 8:15p.m., Music Auditorium
Pop Film,

"The Man

15

National Tranaportatlon Week display opens In

Friday, May 6

"Dark of the Moon" continues at SEC

ell of Teachers of English, on campus

Student Recital, Roberta Whiting on violin and

Sunday, May

Commencement, 2p.m., Bronco Stadium

day

S.turdlly, April 30

Social Hour 6:30 p.m.,

Dinner7;30p.m., Dance 9p.m.-1 a.m.

Panel discussion on "Horaer.c:ing," 10:30 a.m. in

Annual

Student Ensemble Concert-Concert Bend (con·

S.turdlly, May 14
at Chapin's Catering;

Big Sky Tennla lnvltatlon.f at Moscow all day

p.m., SEC

10

Student Art Exhibit ends

Alumni Association Annual Spring Dinner/Dance

"Dirk of the Moon" continues at SEC

BSU Tennis lnvltlltlonal all day

10-5 at LA

as a "folk play of color, atmosphere and imagina

Foreign Film, "War of Fools," Czechoslovakia

Sunday, Aprll24

bers, 9a.m.-5p.m.

Tuesday, May

Store, a l l day
Opening Night for "Dark of the Moon," described

Thursday, May 5

Student Ensemble Concert-Percussion EnMm·

Music

Gallery

WednMdly, May 4

29

ble, 8:15p.m., Music Auditorium
Student plano recital by students of Sara Blood, 4

LA

Monday, May 9

signed lor Safety?", 10:30a.m. In B-309

lion," by Howard Richardson and Will lam Berney,

Nurae's Convention continues at Rodeway

"Barefoot Dance Company" performs jazz.

Tueedly, April

tra, directed by John Best, 8:15 p.m.,

8:15p.m., SEC

Senior Recital, Crystal StutZITIIn on organ, 8:15

10-5,

Poetry reading by Sandra McPherson at Boise

Ball

room

3 p.m.

p.m., Music Auditorium

careers

Review Commission, 12:15p.m., Nez Perce
Tuesday, May 3

28

Panel discussion on "Women in Sports," 10:30

BSU lntercoll�lete Rodeo continues a t Fair

Student Ceramics Sale continues,

Student Ensemble Concert- Symphony Orches
Thursday, AprH

Nurse's Convention continues at Rodeway
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Sunday, May 6

Lecture by Pat Ourada on American Indian Policy

Ballroom

Japanese expert Shlgeo Wetllnebe lectures on

Foreign Film, "Le Plalser," France (Opuls) plus

grounds, 10a.m.

against

Lecture by cartoon animator Mel Blenk, 8 p.m.,

SUB Lookout
Panel discussion on "Public

play doubleheader

Eastern Oregon College at 2p.m. here

______
�---

Monday, May2

In the Glas Booth," 8 p.m.,

SEC

BAA/ Alumni Association Annual "Wide Open"

National Tranaportatlon Week display at Towers

Golf Tournament; starts at 8 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.

lot

at Warm Springs; tickets at Alumni Office
Golf Tournament Barbaque/Picnlc,

Idaho Nurae's Aseocletlon Annual Convention,

Baseball, Broncos in doubleheader vs. University

Student Ceramics S.le begins

Rodeway, all day

of Portland, noon at home

Gallery, tillS p.m.

Friday, May 20

9 p.m.,

Municipal Park

Big Sky Golf Championship•
10 a.m. at LA

National Transportation Week display at Towers
lot

Japanese Lit Expert Sets Talk
Boise State University will host inter
national children's literature expert
Shigeo Watanabe from Tokyo, Japan
later this month when the annual May
Hill Arbuthnot Honor .Lecture is held
here.
Watanabe will speak at 4 p.m., April
28 in the BSU Speccenter.
Only one university nationally is
selected to host the prestigious lecture
which annually brings one of the world's
top children's literature experts to speak
to a university and community audience.

London Tour

Deadline elate for Boiee State Uni
versity's Loncloa Theatre Tour is
fast approaching. Reservations
should be made by May 1 to assure a
spot oa the 8UIDIDer tour, aec:ordiag
to tour guide Del Corbett.
The theatre tour is sponsored by
BSU's Theatre Arts department
aacl is available for six credits of
upper, lower or graduate level
work. The credits are optioaal aad
aayoae iaterested is welcome to joia
tbe tour, whether they are BSU stu
dents or not.
The six week trip will focus on the
British Theatre aacl other aatioaal
works of art. An optioaal treat calla
for a two week session with the
British Aetiag School.
The tour will leave Boise on July
15 aad return on August 28. A mini
mum of twelve participants are
required for the tour aacl a limit of
aiaeteea bas been set for tour effici
ency.
Information aacl reservations caa
be obtained by ea1liag Del Corbett
at tbe BSU Theatre Arts Depart
meat, 385·1620.

Watanabe has written several books
for Japanese children a n d translated
several English texts into Japanese.
He has represented Japan at several
international literature meetings. He
holds membership in the International
Board for Books and the International
Association of School Librarians.
The lecture series was started in 1969
by Scott, Foresman and Company ilS a
tribute to Arbuthnot for her contribu
tion to children's literature.

Over 40 schools applied for the 1977
lecture. Boise will be the smallest city to
host the series, which previously has
been at universities i n Cleveland,
Kaasas City, Atlanta, Chicago, Seattle,
Philadelphia and Los Angeles.
The event is co-sponsored by the
Idaho State Library, Idaho State De·
partment of Education, Boise Public
Schools, Boise Public Library, South
west Idaho Regional Library System and
the Boise Chapter of the Children's
Reading Round Table.

Search on for Assistant
The project director of Boise State's
new humanities program is looking for
an administrative assistant.
According to Margaret Coeotis, the
person hired will conduct correspon
dence, maintain records, write reports,
develop public relations materials and
assist her in coordinating the program
which is funded through a grant from the
National Endowment for the Humani
ties.
Salary will be a maximum of $8,500 for
a half-time appointment on an 11 month
contract.
Applicants must have an MA degree
in one of the humanities fields, with

preference given to preparation i n
English, history o r philosophy. Prefer-

ence will also be given to applicants who

have had previous teachinll experience
in the humanities, or Boise State faculty
memhers who would like to hold the post
and teach half·time.
Persons interested can submit appli
cations to Cocotis at the BSU Depart
ment of English, phone 385-3553.

Art students at Boise State will
show their works in the annual Stu
dent Exhibition held ia the Liberal
Arts Gallery April 18-May 10. Art
ia the show will range from photo
graphs to ceramics to seulpture.
T h e gallery will be open each
weekday 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Work-Study
Work study students will be inter
ested to know that quite a few depart
ments at BSU job openings, according to
Jane Woolsey, Career and Financial Ser·
vices representative.
Most of these positions have flexible
hours to fit in with class schedules and
several openings are this summer.
Additional information can be ob
tained by contacting Jane Woolsey,
Career and Financial Services, room
117, Administration Building.

Saadra McPherson

Poet Visits
BoiseMay3
Portland poet Sandra McPherson will
be in Boise May 3 to give the final read
ings in the "Five Poets" series which
started last February.
She will give a free reading at the
Boise Gallery of Art on Wednesday at
8 p.m.
McPherson has given over 40 readings
at universities across the country. She
has also been active in the Poetry in the
Schools program in Oregon, Washing·
ton, Pittsburgh and Montana.
The Portland resident has authored
two books, "Elegies for the Hot Season"
in 1970 and "Radiation" in 1973. The
latter was chosen by the Pacific North
west Booksellers as the best book by a
Northwest poet in 1973.
Her poems have appeared in over 30
magazines, including New Yorker, Es·
quire, Harpers a n d t h e New York
Times.
Other poems have been printed in nine
anthologies used in college classes.

HIGH SCHOOL JAZZ Lab Bands like the one shown above participated in the 1977
Jazz Festival beld at Boise State on Aprll14. The event featured jazz-lab beada from
Idaho, Oregoa and Utah with two guest ardata. Gary F...ter and IUeh Matte.oa . The
event was wouacl up with a perfonaaac:e by BSU'e Jazz Eaeemble that eveaiag ia the
Speceeater.

The programs have been organized by
BSU English professor Charles David
Wright.
Other poets who visited Boise this
semester were Lawrence Ferlinghetti,
William Matthew s, Robert Bly, a n d

Marge Piercy.

BSU.

•

•

On the Move

Bums, hard-luck lookers and general "no

Generous drivers are usually given a window

account" tramps will be out on the street in
high fashion, May 6, when Boise State's annual

sticker to symbolize a "hands ott, I've already
been hit" message for other hobos.

vo-tech scholarship drive pulls into full swing.
Tau Alpha Pi, official fraternity for vo-tech

and pickup is supervised by BSU representa

students, holds the "Hobo March" each year
solely for the purpose of raising scholarship

and walking citizens have supported the Hobo

money for worthy vocational students.

March for a number of years now and the

A holiday is declared on Hobo March Day

All fund gathering, collection, hobo transfer
tives. Boise merchants, early morning drivers

support continues to grow as residents recog

and an overwhelming number of vo-tech
students, faculty and administrative officials

nize a continued need for vocational training.

don the hobo outfits and hit the streets of Boise

Hobos, the entire group retires to Stuenenberg

to collect their share of dough.
Vo-tech representatives are easily identified,
by costume as well as an official BSU symbol.

After enough Boise citizens are hit by the
Park for a genuine hobo stew feast. Remember
to keep your eyes peeled for the BSU Hobos on
May 6 and BE GENEROUS!
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